## TOTAL CREDIT STUDENTS by CITIZENSHIP STATUS

**Fall 2003**  |  **Fall 2004**  |  **Fall 2005**
---|---|---
**FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATE (registered in 12 or more credit hours)**
UG - FT  |  Undeclared  |  0  |  12  |  21  
UG - FT  |  Canadian Citizen  |  6,760  |  6,749  |  6,650  
UG - FT  |  Parent Work Authorization  |  4  |  3  |  3  
UG - FT  |  Permanent Resident  |  66  |  62  |  79  
UG - FT  |  Student Authorization  |  400  |  418  |  477  
UG - FT  |  Work Authorization  |  0  |  1  |  2  
**TOTAL**  |  7,230  |  7,245  |  7,232  

**PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATE**
UG - PT  |  Undeclared  |  5  |  32  |  53  
UG - PT  |  Canadian Citizen  |  3,934  |  3,849  |  3,704  
UG - PT  |  Parent Work Authorization  |  1  |  1  |  0  
UG - PT  |  Permanent Resident  |  68  |  79  |  80  
UG - PT  |  Student Authorization  |  149  |  216  |  202  
UG - PT  |  Work Authorization  |  0  |  0  |  2  
**TOTAL**  |  4,157  |  4,177  |  4,041  

**UnderGraduate Total**  |  11,387  |  11,422  |  11,273  

**FULL-TIME GRADUATE**
Grad - FT  |  Undeclared  |  12  |  4  |  3  
Grad - FT  |  Canadian Citizen  |  289  |  306  |  327  
Grad - FT  |  Other  |  3  |  1  |  0  
Grad - FT  |  Parent Work Authorization  |  0  |  1  |  0  
Grad - FT  |  Permanent Resident  |  61  |  49  |  60  
Grad - FT  |  Student Authorization  |  182  |  227  |  227  
Grad - FT  |  Undeclared  |  1  |  0  |  0  
Grad - FT  |  Work Authorization  |  0  |  0  |  1  
**TOTAL**  |  548  |  588  |  618  

**PART-TIME GRADUATE**
Grad - PT  |  Undeclared  |  18  |  12  |  12  
Grad - PT  |  Canadian Citizen  |  585  |  609  |  639  
Grad - PT  |  Permanent Resident  |  44  |  66  |  71  
Grad - PT  |  Student Authorization  |  31  |  51  |  56  
Grad - PT  |  Work Authorization  |  2  |  0  |  1  
**TOTAL**  |  680  |  738  |  779  

**Graduate Total**  |  1,228  |  1,326  |  1,397  

**GRAND TOTAL - All Credit Students**  |  12,615  |  12,748  |  12,670  

### International Students

|  | **Fall 2003** | **Fall 2004** | **Fall 2005** |
---|---|---|---|
UG - FT  |  Student Authorization  |  400  |  418  |  477  
UG - FT  |  Work Authorization  |  0  |  1  |  2  
UG - PT  |  Student Authorization  |  149  |  216  |  202  
UG - PT  |  Work Authorization  |  0  |  0  |  2  
**Total - Undergraduates**  |  549  |  635  |  683  
Grad - FT  |  Student Authorization  |  182  |  227  |  227  
Grad - FT  |  Work Authorization  |  0  |  0  |  1  
Grad - PT  |  Student Authorization  |  31  |  51  |  56  
Grad - PT  |  Work Authorization  |  2  |  0  |  1  
**Total - Grad Students**  |  215  |  278  |  285  

**Total - International Students**  |  764  |  913  |  968  

as % of all credit students  |  6.06%  |  7.16%  |  7.64%  

---
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